ROMAN MEN’S CLOTHING DURING EARLY IMPERIAL ROME
By Domina Arria Marina (arria.marina@gmail.com)
Website: http://www.arriamarina.com
THIS DOCUMENT IS AN ADDENDUM TO MY “WOMEN’S GARB” DOCUMENT. Clothing for men and
women were very similar, with fewer options for men. This document will give you a basic guide to work
with, including some options for Romano-Celtic wear.
TIME FRAME
The focus is Late Republic to early Imperial (50 BCE to 79 AD) coinciding with the eruption of Mount
Vesuvius.
MATERIALS
Linen and wool are the most common fabrics used for Roman garments. Tunicas are best made with a
medium weight so as not to be sheer. Cotton was imported from Egypt and was pricier than linen, but
by the 1st century CE it was considered an easily available item. Silk and gold threads would have been
reserved for very high status nobles, such as an emperor. Wool-silk and wool-cotton blends are also
appropriate for a wealthy persona.
TRIMS
Ornamental trims were not used in this period, except for vertical stripes from each shoulder (clavii),
which were woven and fairly simple, usually just a different solid color of the same fabric type. If you do
use trim, stick to simple era-appropriate designs, preferably cardwoven or inkle-loomed, and avoid
metallic threads unless you are portraying an emperor.
COLORS
The body of the garment was a single solid color. Stripes, aside from clavii, only appear during this
period on upholstery. Avoid polka dots or scattered all-over designs. Patterns appear in earlier periods
(Thracian and Etruscan) and again in late antiquity (Byzantine), but not in Rome during the Republic or
early Imperial periods.
The Romans loved color and, since dyes were expensive, it was another way to show off wealth. For a
really authentic look, avoid the super-saturated look of modern dyes; go for more muted shades –
Fabrics-store.com colors of KENYA, TAWNY PORT, VINEYARD, GINGER, BLUE BONNET, and NATURAL are
good colors. Black and other dark colors were usually reserved for mourning. Artificially brightened
white is reserved for members of the Senate, children, priests and Vestals. Royalty should wear "MUREX
PURPURA": look for a wine-dark reddish burgundy on the blue side, not too much brown.
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UNDERWEAR
A subligaculum was a kind of undergarment worn by ancient Romans. It could come either in the form
of a pair of shorts, or in the form of a simple loincloth wrapped around the lower body. It could be worn
both by men and women. In particular, it was part of the dress of gladiators, athletes, and of actors on
the stage. The best method of for SCA reenactment would be to wear linen shorts made from the same
color linen as your tunic, or white linen. You can also wear braies. However, make sure whatever you do
wear is not seen when you are standing; it should not go past your tunic.

NO TROUSERS
Originally, Romans had no trousers. However, after being stationed in the northern provinces and
feeling the cold winters, Roman soldiers adopted the bracae that the Celtic people wore. Short trousers
(from southern Gaul) are tight-fitting and reach to just below the knee. Long trousers (from northern
Gaul, Germany, and Britain) were close-fitting but not as tight, and are ankle-length.
The easiest way to recreate this look is to buy modern BROWN sweat pants or drawstring waist linen
pants, and cut them off at the knees. If you want to play a Romano-Celt, then wear simple plaid (avoid
Scottish/Irish clan tartans) or herringbone patterned pants; you can wear these either long or short.
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TUNICA
The basic item of male dress was the tunica, made of two pieces of undyed wool sewn together at the
sides and shoulders and belted in such a way that the garment just covered the knees. Modern
reenactment circles refer to this tunica as a “Tunica Recta”, meaning rectangle. This is a simple
rectangle, front and back, seamed up both sides leaving a 12-inch arm opening, and sewn across the
shoulders, leaving a 12-inch neck opening. The sleeves are formed by the fabric slipping over the
shoulder, similar to cap sleeves. The width of this should be from elbow to elbow, doubled; the length is
to the mid-calf, so that it just covers the knees after being belted. The body should be quite baggy and
loose--it fits like a tent, not a T-shirt! Original tunics were frequently wider than they were long.

Short sleeves are an option, approximately 6-inches long by 12-inches high) cut with the body panels,
but sleeveless tunics were much more common. This is a basic T-Tunic. This is less frequently seen and
was mostly used by the working class. These have a scoop neck and only two seams – one under each
arm and down the side. You can purchase premade tunics of this design from many SCA merchants and
at events

Senators wore a white tunic with two broad (3" wide) vertical purple stripes, called clavii, running from
shoulder (at the end of the neck slit) to hem, front and back. Equestrians were permitted to wear
narrow (1") purple clavii. [NOTE: The color called “purple” in Roman times was actually a deep
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crimson red.] These stripes are also seen on tunics of common people or even slaves, in colors other
than purple on white.

TOGA
The draped toga layer is the most Imperial Roman element of a male citizen's wardrobe. The toga was
reserved for wear by citizens and served as a symbol both of the wearer’s status (citizen, equestrian,
senator, emperor) and of Rome’s long history and traditions. [As a Celt, wear a wool plaid rectangular
cloak, pinned over the left shoulder.]
The Imperial toga is called a togate, and can be made with about 6 yards of 60-inch lightweight CREAM
or OFF-WHITE wool or midweight linen, with shallow curving at the bottom of the first and last yard, and
a sharp angle of the same on the top. The Republican toga is called a tebenna: it uses the least amount
of fabric and is a great way to get the toga profile if you don't want the full width and length of an
Imperial toga. You can make a tebenna from 45-inch wide and 4-5 yards of fabric, with shallow curving
of the first and last yard.
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To wear the toga, begin by wrapping from the front of your left knee over your left shoulder, and across
your back. Now, hold out the fabric a full arm length, then bring across your chest, and drape the
remaining end over your left shoulder to the back of your left knee. Drop the right side so that it drapes
from your left shoulder to just below your waist on the right.

Colors of Toga:
The color of the toga was significant, marking differences in age and status.







toga virilis also called toga pura: unadorned toga
in the off-white color of the undyed wool that
was worn by adult male citizens.
toga praetexta: off-white toga with a broad
purple border. The only adults allowed to wear
this toga were magistrates. Male boys up to the
age of 15 also wore this.
toga pulla: toga made of dark-colored wool
worn during periods of mourning.
toga candida: artificially whitened (by rubbing
with chalk) worn by candidates for political
office.
toga picta: purple toga embroidered with gold
thread worn by a victorious general during a
triumphal parade and later adopted by
emperors for state occasions. A variant of this
costume was the toga purpura, an all-purple
toga (no gold) worn by emperors.
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GROOMING OF HAIR / BEARD
During this period, a "Roman" was anyone "who lives in Rome or can walk there in less than a day."
Most male citizens were clean-shaven with close-cropped hair. However, the Roman Empire was vast
and spread across many provinces, so there is a bit of variety in non-citizen grooming styles. The Celtics
prized their beards and long hair! If you don’t feel like shaving and going clean-cut, consider being a
Romano-Celt impression! Or a farmer from the provinces, or a Greek scholar and tutor, or a dignitary
from Hispania. You don’t need to shave! Even Marcus Aurelius had a beard.

FOOTWEAR
Socks (udones) were sewn of woven cloth or made by naalbinding wool. They were worn for warmth or
as decorative items. In the latter case they would be brightly colored so as to show through the ornate
open-work of the shoes. There has been evidence of felted wool booties used as socks as well.
Romans used a wide variety of practical and decorative footwear, all of it flat soled (without heels).
Public protocol reserved red ankle boots for senators, and shoes with crescent-shaped buckles for
equestrians. Outdoor shoes were often hobnailed for grip and durability. The most common types of
footwear were a one-piece shoe (carbatina), sometimes with semi-openwork uppers; a thinsoled sandal
(solea), secured with thongs; a laced, soft half-shoe (soccus); a hobnailed, thicksoled walking shoe
(calcea); and a heavy-duty, hobnailed standard-issue military marching boot (caliga). Thick-soled
wooden clogs, with leather uppers, were available for use in wet weather, and by rustics and fieldslaves. Indoors, most reasonably well-off Romans of both sexes wore slippers or light shoes of felt or
leather.
Celts used a style that is referred to in modern times as “ghillie shoes”, or they wore Roman styles.
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